Adaptive bilateral breast MRI using projection reconstruction time-resolved imaging of contrast kinetics.
To introduce a bilateral implementation of an adaptive imaging technique in which both dynamic and high resolution breast MR images are acquired simultaneously. Adaptive three-dimensional bilateral breast imaging in the sagittal plane was achieved by combining two elements: a projection reconstruction time-resolved imaging of contrast kinetics (PR-TRICKS) k-space trajectory and a slab interleaved sequence that imaged alternate breasts every TR. A pilot study was performed to evaluate image quality and contrast uptake behavior, using eight patients with previously identified benign lesions. Adaptive reconstruction demonstrated breast lesions in all eight women with similar image quality and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) to Cartesian images with comparable imaging parameters. Contrast enhancement curves covering the entire postinjection time period were obtained from the dynamic images and in one case compared to previous enhancement profiles from a conventional Cartesian trajectory. Bilateral dynamic and high spatial resolution images with high SNR can be achieved in a clinically feasible manner, providing both kinetic and morphologic analysis with a single data set. This may obviate the need for multiple MRI examinations for a thorough breast MRI workup.